Abstract. The existence of a family of solution operators {qt : t > 0} corresponding to a fundamental solution of a second order infinite-dimensional differential equation of the form du/dt=Lu was previously established by the author. In the present paper, it is established that these operators are nonnegative, and satisfy the condition QsQt=qs + i.
I. Introduction. This paper continues the study initiated in [12] of second order parabolic equations, with variable coefficients, on Hubert space. In [12] we established a fundamental solution for the equation du/8t = Lu, where L is a second order differential operator satisfying certain regularity hypotheses. This fundamental solution is given by a family of finite signed Borel measures {qt(x, dy) : t > 0, x e B} on a Banach space B (B will be defined later) or, equivalently, by a family of operators {qt : / > 0} on the space of bounded Lip-1 functions on B. These operators were defined via infinite series, which made it difficult to determine either their nonnegativity or whether they satisfy a semigroup property (qsqt=9t+s f°r all s, t > 0).
The technique developed in this paper for establishing both nonnegativity and the semigroup property is that of "semifinite" approximation. Basically, the differential operator L is approximated by a differential operator LK acting in a finitedimensional subspace K of our Hubert space H plus the Laplacian A acting in K1. Nonnegativity and the semigroup property are known for the fundamental solutions of 8uj8t=LKu and 8uj8t= Au. Combining these fundamental solutions and passing to the limit as K-> H in some suitable fashion, we obtain the desired properties for {qt}.
II. Preliminaries.
Most of the basic definitions and ideas necessary to the following work can be found in Gross [8] , [9] and in the preliminaries of [12] . The notation is that of [12] to the extent to which that is possible.
Let H denote a real separable Hubert space with norm | • | and inner product
LxJ(x, t) = trace [A(x)f"(x, t)]-(8j8t)fi(x, t) (0 < / < co) whenever the right-hand side exists-that is, whenever (8/8t)f(x, t) andf"(x, t) exist and [A(x)f"(x, t)] is trace class. When there is no danger of confusion, we will omit the subscripts on L. We assume that B(x) satisfies the following hypotheses : (a-1) x-+B(x) is a bounded Lip-1 function from B to the space of symmetric trace class operators on H, with the trace class norm.
(a-2) There exists e0 > 0 such that B(x) ^ (1 -e0)I for all xe B.
(a-3) There exists a symmetric Hilbert-Schmidt class operator E on H and a
1970] THE PARABOLIC EQUATION ON HILBERT SPACE. II 259 family of operators B0(x) e L(H, H) such that for all xe B, B(x) = EB0(x)E and |Lo(*)| = l. (a-4) D2B0(x) exists and is a Lip-1 function from B to L(B -+ L(B -> L(H, H))).
(a-5) \\DBQ(x)\\, ||L»2L0(x)|| are uniformly bounded for all xeB.
(a-6) There exists a constant c such that for any orthonormal basis {e¡ : i=l, 2,...} of H we have £t" t | DBQ(x)el\2<c, independently of x e B.
Remarks. (1) Without loss of generality we may assume that £0< 1-(2) (a-6) is always satisfied if B is the completion of H with respect to a measurable norm of the form || _v|| = | -S^f for all y e H, where S is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator on H. For then 2¡™ i \T>B0(x)ei\2 is dominated for all x by a constant times 2¡°=i Iktll2 (by (a-5)), and we have CO CO 2 lle'll2 = 2 lSe'l2 = (the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of S)z. ¡=i ¡=i ( 3) The argument given on p. 107 of [12] for the operator denoted there as (C'(x)( •)(•), y) to be of trace class is incorrect, (a-6) is a sufficient, but by no means necessary, condition for this operator to be of trace class. We will show this in detail in the proof of (c-11) of §V.
Under the preceding hypotheses on B(x) (and therefore on A(x)), there exists a family of finite real-valued signed Borel measures {qt(x, dy) : 0</<oo, x e B} on B such that if qtf(x) = §B f(y)<}t(x, dy) then for each bounded Lip-1 function/from B to the reals we have Lxtqtf(x) = 0 (for all 0 < / < oo, x e B) and lim^o qtf(x) =f(x) uniformly in x.
III. The semiflnite approximation.
Consider a finite-dimensional subspace K of B of the following form : Let yu..., yn be a set of orthonormal vectors in H* which also lie in B*. Let K= span (yx, ■ ■ -, y"). Then if P is the continuous extension to B of the orthogonal projection of H onto K, we have n p* -2 (y* x^yt ' (x e B) and P is a projection on B.
In order to carry out our approximations, we must make three further assumptions. They are as follows :
(a-7) There exists a sequence {Ln} of commuting finite-dimensional projections on B, of the above form, such that {Pn} converges strongly to the identity operator onL. (2) All projections which occur in this paper will be selected from this sequence, and the subscripts will be omitted-so that P will denote an arbitrary member of this sequence, corresponding to projection on the finite-dimensional subspace K (where we may consider K as a subspace of B* or of B or of H).
(3) (a-7) is valid in the case of Wiener space. Let B be the space of real continuous functions on [0, 1] which vanish at zero and let H be that subset of B consisting of the absolutely continuous functions which have square integrable first derivatives. The inner product on H is given by (x,y)^ j\'(t)y'(t)dt, where ' denotes the first derivative with respect to t. B is the completion of H with respect to the sup norm (|| • ||oe). We first construct a basis for H* consisting of elements of B*. For this purpose we use the Haar functions {xÁf)}, which are defined by
for n = 0, 1, 2,..., k= 1, 2,..., 2\ It is well known that {y"(0} forms a complete orthonormal set in F2[0, 1] (using Lebesgue measure) ( [15, p. 338] ). Let yn(t) = Jo vn(i) ds. It is obvious that {vn} forms a complete orthonormal set in H*. For x e H, we have the formulas <y%, xy = Jo x'(t) dt = x(l),
We may now use these formulas to define < yn, x} for all x e B. yne B* since \(yn, x}\ ^4\/2n\\x\\00. Moreover, for each xeB, 00 x(t) = 2 <y*> x}yn(t), for all r>0, x e K, whenever the right-hand side exists. Herefxx(x, t) denotes the second Fréchet derivative off with respect to x. Lx-t is a parabolic operator in K. By the finite-dimensional theory [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [10] , [11] there exists a family of functions {q'(t, x, y)}, where t > 0, x and y e K, which satisfies (i) q'(t, x, y) is jointly continuous in t, x, and y;
(ii) <l'xx(t, x, y) and 8j8t q'(t, x, y) exist and Lx¡tq'(t, x, y) = 0 on (0, co)x KxK;
(iii) iff(x) is bounded and continuous on K, then
where the convergence is uniform on compact subsets of K; (iv) for any e and r0 > 0, q'(t, x, y) is bounded on the set {t+\x-y\ ä e, 0 < / ^ f0}.
Moreover, q'(t, x, y) is unique among functions which satisfy (i)-(iv). It is not difficult [3] , [4] , [5] , [11] to show that the construction of a fundamental solution for the equation LXttf=0 described in [12] (in this case K is the Hubert space under consideration) produces a family of finite signed Borel measures {q't(x, dy)} on K which are of the form q[(x, dy)=q'(t, x, y) dy where q'(t,x,y) satisfies properties (i)-(iv). (In q'(t, x, y) dy, the dy refers to Lebesgue measure on K.) It now follows from Dynkin [4, Chapter V] that the family {q't : t > 0} forms a contraction semigroup of positive operators acting on the space 38(K) of bounded Borel functions on K. Moreover, q'(t, x, y) > 0 (t > 0, x and y e K), and f q'(t,x,y)dy= 1 (t > 0, x e K).
(The last property is found in [11] .) We define a family of finite Borel measures {qf(x, dy)} on B by qf(x, dy) = q\(x', dy') xp2t(x", dy") (t > 0, x e B).
Remark. The family {p¡(x, dy) : t>0,xe K1} is a fundamental solution of the heat equation 8/dtf(x, i)=i tracent [f"(x, t)] in K1 (see Gross [4, Theorem 3 
]).
A straightforward change of variables shows that the factor of i in the heat equation may be removed by considering the family {p"2t(x, dy)}. Proof. If Lis a Borel set in B, of the form E=E' x E" where L'cLand E"^KL, then (qfxE)(x) = {(q'tXE')(x')}{(P2txE~)(x'% and each function on the right-hand side is a Borel function of x. The set F of all Borel sets L such that qfxE is measurable is clearly closed under finite disjoint unions, and so contains the field generated by sets L of the above form E' xE". Since F is closed under monotone limits, it follows that F coincides with the CT-field of Borel sets. The set of all/for which qfffc a Borel function contains the characteristic functions of the Borel sets and is closed under bounded monotone limits, and thus contains all/s F(B). Since qf(x, dy) is a probability measure for each xeB and />0, we have \qff\«^ |/||a>. To prove the semigroup property, we note that for L of the above form
The set of all / for which f f Ry)-qf(z, dy) ■ qf(x, dz) = \ f(y) q?+ t(x, dy)
JBUzy JB-.ly) JB is closed under finite linear combinations and under bounded monotone limits, and so by the preceding argument contains allfe Fi(B). Thus we have established that qf(qf)f=qf+t /for all/£ @(B).
We next establish some notation and define some properties of measures. For any metric space W with metric d, let 3t( W) denote the space of all bounded realvalued Borel functions with the sup norm || ■ || " and let stf( W) be the space of all real bounded Lip-1 functions on If with norm \-\x defined by 11/11, = |/fl"+mf{c : \f(x)-f(y)\ ^ c-d(x,y) for all x,ye W}.
For a family {cot(x, dy) : x e W, t > 0} of finite real-valued signed Borel measures on W, we define the following properties:
(b-1) There exists a constant c, independent of t and x, such that \wt\(x, dy) ^ ct~112 for ail x e W, t > 0.
S, IW
(Here |«>í|(.x, E) denotes the variation of ojt(x, dy) over F for each Borel set Fin W.) (b-l(a)) Given 0 < r0 < oo, there exists a constant cto, independent of t and x, such that f H(x, dy) ^ ctot~112 for ail x e W, 0 < t S tQ.
(b-2) The map/-*-wtf defined by (wtf)(x) = jwf(y) oyt(x, dy) is a bounded linear operator on âS( W) for each t > 0. 
It is a consequence of [13, Propositions 4 and 5] that if the family {ojt(x, dy)} satisfies (b-3) or (b-3(a)), then it must satisfy (b-2).
Define the family {mf (x, dy) : t > 0, x e B} of finite Borel measures on B by
where
On K\ CK(x) acts as the zero operator. K is invariant under CK(x), and, if we define
= mp(x',dy')xplt(x",dy") where x = x'+x", y=y'+y", x' and y' e K, x" and v" e K1. We may also define
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All the measures which we have defined are finite Borel measures on the appropriate spaces. We may now "apply" LXit to mf(x, dy) as in [12, Proposition 2] , obtaining a family {Mf(x, dy)} of Borel measures on B satisfying (b-l)-(b-3). We observe from equation (19) of [12] that we may write Mf(x, dy) = Mf(x', dy') xp"2t(x", dy") where Mf(x', dy') acts in K and is given by
for all / > 0, x and y e K. The symmetric operator T e L(K, K) which is denoted by
for all jfc" k2 e K.
If we replace P by / and v2t by p2t in (4) (A'(y) = A(y), C'(x) = C(x)), then we obtain the measures {Mt(x, dy)} of [12] . We may also replace P by Un (2) and (3), obtaining {mt(x, dy)} and {mt(x, dy)}.
Proposition 2. The family {qf(x, dy) : t > 0, x e B} coincides with the fundamental solution of
obtained by the method of [12] .
Lemma 2.1. If {Mt : / > 0} is any family of operators on á?(L) which satisfies an inequality of the form lA/4/|<x,aß/~1'al/|U for some constant Q independent of t > 0 and of fe SSiB), then any family {/¡(x, dy) : t>0,xeB}of real-valued signed Borel measures on B which satisfies (6) rtfix
Jo for allfe 3S(B) and property (b-l(a)) is unique.
Proof. Assume that {rt(x, dy)} and {ft(x, dy)} each satisfy (6) and (b-l(a)). Without loss of generality we may assume that the constants cto of (b-1(a)) are the same for both families. Then for/£ F(B)
Thus for ail 0 < t ^ t0 we have
and eventually obtain
Wtf-fJU ^ 2ct0\\fiUQn-^n,2r'2-\Y(ni2))f Define rf(x, dy) = r[(x', dy') xp"2t(x", dy"). We will show that (7) rff
If/=X£> where E=E'xE", E'^K, E"^K\ then
•{j^P'toW* E")-P2«-»Áx", dy")} du = { Mtp(x', E') + £ JV"(y, E')-MU(x', dy') duj-p^x", E") = r't(x',E')-p"2t(x",E") = rfxE(x).
Since the set of all/£ á?(L) which satisfies (7) is closed under finite linear combinations and under bounded monotone limits, it follows as in the proof of Proposition 1 that this set is exactly J'(L). Moreover f \rf |(x, dy) í f \rf\ix, dy), Jl! JK and since {rP(x, dy)} satisfies (b-l(a)), we conclude that {rf(x, dy)} satisfies (b-l(a)). Thus, by Lemma 2.1, {rf(x, dy)} coincides with the family of measures constructed via the technique of the proof of Proposition 3 of [12] during the construction of the fundamental solution of (5).
To complete the proof of the proposition, we need only establish that qf satisfies 
+fo {L r'u(y' E')'rhï-AX'' dy,)}'{SK,P2Áy"' e")-p™-«¿x"> dy")} du = mP(x',E')-p"2t(x",E") + {Í L r'Áy', E')rflï(x'' dy'y^-P^x", E") = q'txAx') pltxAx") = qfxE(x).
Since the set of all/£ ^(L) which satisfies (8) is closed under finite linear combinations and under bounded monotone limits, it again follows that this set is exactly 3$iB). This concludes the proof of Proposition 2.
IV. Convergence of {mf(x, dy)}. In the work that follows we will use c to represent a general constant whose dependence may only be on the coefficient operators Ai ■ ) and on the relationship of the space B to the space H. That is, c will always be independent of / for any />0, independent of any space variables x, y, etc., and independent of P. All estimates and all formulas will be valid for the case P = I with the obvious modifications.
Lemma 3.1. Let tu be a finite positive measure on a space W, and {/,} be a sequence of real-valued functions on W which converge almost everywhere (a.e.) to f. Iffn and f belong to L1 + \oS)for some A>0, with ||/n||i + A uniformly bounded, thenfn-^-fiL1). Remark. Rather than assume that/, ->/a.e., it suffices to assume that gn -*• 0 in measure (defining gn as in the above proof). For since |^n|x ^ 1, it is a standard measure-theoretic result that again we have ||gn¡, ->-0 for each 1 ^ t< go.
Proposition 3. As P converges to the identity operator on B, mf(x, dy) -> mt(x, dy) in variation, for each xeB, t > 0.
Proof. We must show that
converges to zero as P -> I.
Treating (iii) first, we recall that AK(y) = I-PB(Py)P. PB(Py)P is uniformly (in P and y) bounded in trace norm. AK(y) is uniformly (in F and y) bounded away from zero in L(H, H) norm. (Note that AK(y) ^ e0I for all F and y, where e0 is defined in (a-2).) Applying Lemma 4.1 of Gross [6] and noting the Remark on p. 98 of [12] , we find that {det AK(y)} is uniformly bounded both above and away from zero, and Since L is Hilbert-Schmidt, |gL||H_s->0 as P ^ I. Since L() is Lip-1, ¡BiPy)-Biy)\\tr^c\\Py-y\\B -* 0 pointwise in y as P ^ I. Thus (11) \\PBiPy)P-Biy)\\tr~>0
as P-> I, the convergence being pointwise in y. Combining (9), (10) and (11) The preceding integrand is uniformly (in P and y) bounded above, and converges pointwise in y to zero as P -> L Thus, by Lebesgue's Dominated Convergence Theorem, (iii) ->-0 as P-*■ I. We note that the convergence is not necessarily uniform in x nor in /. Turning now to (ii), we make the change of variables y ^-x + 2\/ty and note that the determinant term is uniformly (in P, x and /) bounded above, obtaining Thus (CK(x)y, y)~ -> (C(x)y, y)~ in mean (pit2). Since we are in a finite measure space we also have convergence in probability (pi/2). Now for any two real numbers a and b. for A sufficiently small and positive, the calculation on p. 99 of [12] shows that {|exp [-(CK(x)y, y)]\\x + >) is uniformly bounded with respect to F and x. By Lemma 3.1 and the remark which follows it, we conclude that (ii) -»■ 0 as F -> /, the convergence being independent of t but not necessarily of x. This concludes the proof of Proposition 3.
V. Estimates on the coefficients. We again note that unless specified otherwise all estimates will be valid for the case P = I(K=H) with the obvious modifications.
(c-1) There exists a symmetric Hilbert-Schmidt class operator F on H and a family of operators C0*(x) e L(H, H) such that for all xeB, CK(x) = FC0K(x)F and |C0*(x)|^l. Fis independent of F (i.e. of K).
We follow the proof of c-2) of [12] . Since the operator E of (a-3) commutes with F it is easy to see that such an F exists for each P. However, to see that F can be chosen independently of P, we will go through the necessary calculations.
If P' is chosen from our special family of projections, and if Q' = I-P', then I-PB(Px)P = I-(P'+Q')PB(Px)P(P'+Q') DCK(x)z is given for all x, z 6 L by the formula
We note for future reference that DCK(x)z depends only on Pz, since B(Px) depends only on Px and so DB(Px)z = 0 for all z e K1. Moreover, DCK(x)z acts as the zero operator on K1, and K is invariant under DCK(x)z. For each y\, y2 e H we have
From (14) and (16) we obtain
It now follows from (15) and from a similar estimate for \Ex[I-P'PB(Px)PP']~1y\ that there exists a symmetric Hilbert-Schmidt class operator Fx on H such that \iDCKix)zyx,y2)\ ú \FíVí\-|F1Äj • ||z||.
Without loss of generality we may assume that Fx = F. Lemma 4.2 of [6] now gives the desired result for DCKix)z. The calculations for D2CKix) follow without difficulty from the above estimates. Let Q = I-P. Then
Sc\\z\\-\EQ\+c\\Px-xl\\z\\ by (a-5), and the right-hand side of the above inequality converges to zero as P -> I, the convergence being pointwise in x and uniform on bounded sets of ||z||. (c-5) As F -> I, | DCK(x)z -DC(x)z\ -^ 0 pointwise for x e B and uniformly for z varying over a bounded set in B.
Noting that
the result follows immediately from (c-3) and (c-4). (c-6) As P->I, \P[D2B(Px)zxz2]P-D2B(x)zxz2\ -^0 pointwise for xeB and uniformly for zx and z2 varying over bounded sets in B.
Setting Q = I-P, we have
| ßF| -> 0 as F -> /, and \\Px -x\\ -> 0, pointwise in x, as F -> I.
(c-7) As P-+I, \D2CKix)zxZ2-D2Cix)zxZ2\ -+0 pointwise for xeB and uniformly for z1 and z2 varying over bounded sets in B.
We have the formula
(c-7) now follows on using estimates (c-3), (c-4) and (c-6).
The next set of estimates that we shall make will be integral estimates. The measurability of most of the functions which we will use follows from either [12, Lemma 1] or else from the following lemma. converges to zero, pointwise for x e B and / > 0. For he H we will write h2 for « ® «. (CK'(x)( ■ )y, y) is, for each xeB and y e H, a bounded linear functional on H. Thus it may be identified with an element he H with |«| ¿ c\Fy\2. Noting that the constant is independent of the choice of F and that ||A <g> Ä|tr=|A|2 (see [14] ), we obtain \\(CK'(x)(-)y,y)2-(C'(x)(-)y,y)2lr Ú c\Fy\\ valid for each yeH. This ensures that the integral in (c-10) exists, and also that the integrand arises from a function on H which is u.c.n. 0 in Hm.
Set g=/-F, and for y e H write (C'(x)( -)y,y) = (C'(x)(-)(Py),Py) + (C'(x)()(Py), Qy) + (C'(x)()(Qy),y).
Using the fact that \\hx <S> A2||tr = |Ai| ■ |A2| for each hx, h2 e H, we obtain Using (c-5) and proceeding in a manner similar to that used for (i) of (c-8) or (c-9), we find that (i) -> 0 as P -> I, the convergence being pointwise for xe B. by (a-6). It follows that ||TK(x)||trá c|F2y|. This ensures that the integrand in (c-11) exists and that it arises from a function which is u.c.n. 0 in Hm. We now estimate the integrand by It suffices to show that the latter sum converges (for each x e B) to zero as P -> I, and that the convergence is independent of the choice of basis {ej. This sum may be written as (c-3), (a-6) and the fact that L is Hilbert-Schmidt give us the result that (iii) -> 0 as P -> /, independent of the choice of {e¡} ; (a-9) gives us the same result for (iv) ; and (v) follows from (a-6) and the calculation
VI. Convergence of {MtKix, dy)}, {/f (x, dy)} and {qf(x, dy)}. where (t^+O+p)-1-!.
(|^r| + |g|)6L(1 + *xl + *> if (l+A)(l+p)< l+ex. This condition is satisfied iff X + p(l+X)<ex or, equivalently, iff p<(ex -A)(l+A)_1. Since (ex -A)>0, we can always find such a p. The result now follows once we observe that \(gK-g)/(\gK\ + \g\)\ ~ is bounded by 1 a.e. on B and converges to zero in probability by a previous calculation for the proof of Proposition 3.
aK -> a pointwise for all y e B. Since \aK\¿c, it follows that la* -a\ -»-0 in L"(p2t) for all l^q<oo and for all r>0. bK^~b in L(H,H) norm, \bK\UH¡m is uniformly bounded with respect to F, and thus, since bK is independent of y e B we have \bK -b\UHiH) -*■ 0 in L"(p2t) for all 1 Sq<<x> and for all t>0.
||</*-</||tr->0 in Lx(p2ù by (c-9), (c-10) and (c-11), and \eK-e\ -+0 in L1^) by (c-8). The L1 convergence of these functions to zero implies their L" convergence to zero for any 1 ^a<oo. For if we have a sequence of functions {gK}, say, such that |j*| is dominated a.e. for each Kby a function « which is in L"(p2t) for each 1 ^q<co, then /.
\gK-g\P2t(dy)^0 is equivalent to \gK-g\ ->0 in probability (p2t) which, in turn, is equivalent to \gK-g\" ->-0 in probability (p2t) and this is equivalent to License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
